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This paper presents a method to calculate the characteristic root areas and loci

band of control systems 、vith frequency‐dependent uncertainty When the upper

boundary of the frequency response is also frequency‐ dependent, he frequency‐

dependent terms are included in the characteristic equation of the nOminal system

This lead to the boundary equations of the root areas for control systems wi血

frequency‐ dependent uncertainty. Numerical examples of the control systems with

multiphcative perturbations including frequency‐ dependent terms are presented to

verify this calculation method and to clarify the effectiveness for analysis and design

of actual contrOl systems.
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■ IntrOductiOn

ln this paper, we presOnt a method tO calculate

the characteristic rOOt area and its array, 1.e., root

loci band Of cOntrol systems with uncertainty. The

methOd Of calculating the characteristic root areas

fbr additive and multiphcative perturbatiOns is dis_

cussed.A ntde adiustmentis performed between the

noHlinal system and the uncertain part PartiCularly

in the case of rnultiphcative perturbatiOn,sO that the

characteristic root area is nct tOO larse,or in Other

word,bOundary curves are not too cOnservative.

For the cOntrol systems with uncertainty,we pr∈

viously presented the methOd tO directly calculate

the existence area and boundary of the characterisi

tic root, ぉsuniing that an upper bound was given
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that the upper bOund Of the frequency characteristic

oF uncertain Part does not depend on the frequency,

When it dcPends On the frequency,a suncient con_

ditiOn is prOvided sc that the characteristic roOt will

exist btted On two inequalities岡 .

This report presents a new method tO calculate

the characteristic rOot areas when the upper bound

i:;蹴 群 秤 鴛 鷲
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of the absolute values of frequency responses for

the uncertain part is alsO frequency_dependent,the

frequency― dependent terms are included in the char―

acteristic equation of the nominal system. In either

case,the upper bound of the abs。 lute values fOr the

uncertain part is given,the equation Ofthe boundary

curves can be derived,and ttn algorithm`Or the nu‐

merical calculation Of the array of c10sed curves can

be presented,

In this paper we present some numerical examples

for it and darify its efFect� eness for analysis and de―

sign of actual cOntrol systems.

2  COntrOl systems with un‐
certainty

辮嵐I解監招僣鷲縮ギをi梶却跳離隠:

tal data Of frequency response, In addition, the fre‐

quency respOnse characteristic should be cOnsidered

in a certain band because of nonlinearity and uncer‐

縦 絶 綿 1縄 甲 驚 ∬ I瑠 e絲瑞 協 鞘
the saturaSon(dead Zone)Of sensor and actuatOr.

Though it is a well― known method tO express such
a hequency resPOnSe charactedsSc band by Nyqdst

or Bode plot,we wll catch it as a root 10ci band On

the s―plane tO make it easy to observe the inluences

on stability with the gain change.

Fig,l ControI System with uncertainty.

2.l  A dditive Perturbation

We consider a cOntrol systeHl, as shown in Fig, 1,

where the contrOlled obiccts have the addit� e per―

turbatiOn(uncertainty by l■ terfere■ ce with other
looPs).The Open ioop characteristic viewedと Om
the pOint P in the ngure is represented弱

虫→=饂 ,①

where σ(■),θ(Sl,and rr is planti cOmpensator and
gain Parameter respectively.  The robust stability

condition cOncerning the 五I∞  nor■114, is obviously

given by

‖L(,)‖∞ <1。         (2)
If we use

Faldl=鞘
,

then Eq。 (2)is equiV』 ently written as

l島 (すω)|>|△ 0(すω)|     (3)

for the frequency response characteristic.

It is necessary tO provide an uncertain part△ 0(3)
弱 an upper bound ofthe amplitude in experinental

data of frequecy respOnse,i.e,,

|△0(′ω)|≦ lρ.0り)|,      (4)

where Pa(Jω )iS a parameterized ttequency transfer
functiOn. If the upper bound Of the absOlute value

of frequency responses for the uncertain part is given

by a ttequncy― dependent radius in Eq.(4),tilen Eq.

(3)is reWritten as follow銚

世毛Oω)|>レaoω )卜      (5)

2.2  �[ultiplicative Perturbatioll

When the uncertain part in Fig. l is represented by

△θ(,)=△ (3)0(,),it is possiЫ e to discuss cOntrol
systems with multiplcative perturbation in the same

way tt those with additve perturbatiOn, In that case,

the Open ioop transfer functio■ viewed frOm the point

of P is expressed as
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If the uppor bound Of the absolute valuc of freゃ

quency responses for the uncertain Part△ (,)is giVen
by

I△ (すω)|≦ lρ第(Jω)|,       (7)
then the robust stability conditiOn Eq.(2)is ar…

ranged by

lき、(す
ω)|>lρ昴(Jω)|.        (8)

Here,cOncerning Jω → s the characteristic functiOn

玲 (d)Can be written as

3  Root Loci Band

3.l  Array of Boundary Curves

Theinvariant condition of the dynamic characteristic

in Eq,(12)cOntains an the properticsin the complex

frequency,domain, Froni the ttpect of the control

system design, it might also be important to know

how the area, that is, the “bOundary curve" btted
on the radius of the uncertainty moves according to

the change Of the gain constant F.

A inethod to calculate the array of the curves is

mentioned beiow. In the case of the multiplicative

perturbation,the 10cus of a zero,1(1=1,21・ …,■ )

Of

l恥 (,,rr)|=O and NtL(,,F)|=0 (13)

1。r rf : o _→ 。o is obviously a root iocus, whereas
for some positive constant ptt the array of the closed

curves satisfying

l島.(,,rrr)|=pn>IPn(3)|,r=112,… ,∞ (14)

shows the boundary curves Of the area containing

characteristic roots Of control systems,  When we

condder Bq,(14)for sOme pOsitive constantぁ
,

the close curve島
,ど

on the,‐ Plane for rf=rrf
shows the invariance of the nurnber of zeros in the

括靴 £IA転 逮 鍛既
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sider that the array of the bOundary curves for

rr=rfh rr2,'・・,rfOO is a band of root ioci.h th拍

Paper,the array of the boundary curves is refered to
as the rοοιわc丁 う■,ユ

However,the boundary curves should satisFy the

sign Of inequalit■ at the right side of Eq.(14). In

the previous paper, we presented the idea to evalu―

ate the area satisfying it with the dgn of inequality.

Here presented is the method tO calculate the root

locus band by including a frequency‐ dependent term
of the uncertainty in the left side of inequality.

3.2  Prequency‐ Dependent
Uncertainty

When the upper bound ofthe absolute values of fre―

quency resPonses for the uncertain part is frequency―

dependent, the frequency‐ dependent terms such as
the right side of Eq.(12)can be induded on the left

side of the inequahty.  If the frequency‐dependent
radius function is given by

吼ω=4/虫姻°=鞘 ,

and a ttequency transfer fu■ cdOn ρ網(すω)iS replaced
by a paramete� zed radius func� on ρ用(。 ).

2.3 Cヽodincation

h order to avoid consewativeness,a httle adiust―

ment is performed between the nominal system
O(3)and the uncertain Part△ (')particularly when
deahng with multiplicative perturbation15].  Here,

we consider that the parameterized radius functiOn

ρ
“
(3)ね eXpressed as a radius funcdon ρ加(',T)Wtth

an uncertain parameter T, In additiOn, we assume

that the phase characteristic of the uncertain Part

△(3)iS Similar to that ofthe radius functiOn ρ
“

(θ ,T),
Therefore,we can idenSfy the uncertain part△

(,)
with the radius function ρ

“
(,,T),

If the uncertain parameter T of the radius func―

tiOn ρれ(S,T)Varies ttOm O to F,the modifying term

θ
“
(,,F)by whiCh to multiply the nominal system is

as foIIowЫ

舶 →=1+   .● り

TherefOre,the modined term of uncertainty ρ
“

(,,「 )

can be written as

袖 ⊃=   .Ш

2.4  Stability lnvariance

The foregoing concept can also be exPanded to the

cぉe where an nominal c10sed loop system is unstable,

In such a case,we consider the complex variable d On

the∞ ntOur「 which encloses the leA(or right)half

plane cOntaining the imaginary axis.

When considering the multiplicative perturbatiOn,

the rObust stability condition is rewritten as

1馬 (θ)|>lρ 班(S)|, ,Cr. (12)

絲 :晋肥 記 丈 t静乎Ii評鷲,誓獣 温私∬ よ |れ

stablity and instabHity wili nOt change regardless of

the uncertainty,

嗣 =← 錦 :
c:const,, (15)

then the char“tertttic funcions Eqs.(5)and(11)
are written as fOnows:

吼ω=鋼・鵠・
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Therefore,the inequality corresponding to Eq.(14)

IS

I弓I(■,Fr)|=応 >ICI,r=1,2,… ,∞ ,(17)

and the �ght sidc of Eq,(14)is modined as the
fonowing equatiOni

デ(σ,ω ,frl)=IF・ (S,rrl)|_〆 =0,I=112:… ,∞ .

(18)

In iater examples,we w‖ l use Eq.(18)困 the equa_

tion of the roOt ioci.

4  AIgorithm

4.l EquatiOn of Boundary Curve

The equation of the boundary curves corresponding

to Eq.(18),in other wordsi rο οι cο ,ιο」門 ri,I iS

generaly represented by

デ(σ ,ω ,frl)=IF(θ ,rrl)十 一β,1=1,2,・・・,∞ '(10)

Roots s = (σ ,ω )Of thiS equation aFe Obtained
s9qucntiany by using NewtOn's algorithm together

with the gradient method in the complex s‐ plane.

Note that any boundary curve of Eq。 (19)iS a sim_
ple cIOsed curve,that is,a JOrdan curve,

The algorith■ 1 0btainins the closed boundary
curves represented by Eq。 (19)Wili be shown in sev‐
eral calculation steps. A coursc of coコ nputation is

inustrated in Fig。  2.

Fig. 2 A root contour and its calculation.

4.2  Algorithrn

維胡
此hmおr he ttcdtton d tt oり is as

(1)Let j:=1,::=l be the initi』 setting・

(2)Calculate rOOt iocus according to Eq.(13)frOm
fr=rf!_1(r=1,2,… ・)tO the approp� ate gain

fr=rrli by udng the two― dmendontt Newton
method.

When calculatins the root locus, it is noccxH―

sary to pay ciose attention to the vicinity of

the points where roots are breakaway from real

をと甜 ltti智檸r呂電i追II;怒1輩托∴縦
roots, a node or a saddle point in Eq。 (19)・

However,the rnethod to calculate such points is

not discussed here in detan.

(3)Proceed ttom the root pF∬ Ofthe nominal systein

for rr=rfr to a direction of zero argument and

then calculate root 30=(σ O,ωo)Of Eq。 (19)by
using the Newton method.

(4)Proceed ttom the point,O to the tangential dト
r∝tion(the Orthogonal direc'on to▽ F)and
at this tiine proceed from the point ,l to the

direction of  ―▽F.  And then calculate root

,=(σ ,ω )Of Eq。 (19)by using the NewtOn
method.

(5)Repeat steP(3)until returning the �cinity of

point,。 .

(0)Let r i=:+l and repeat hom steP(1)unsI
rr=rrmax is satisned.

(7)Let F:=F+l and repeatと om step(1)until
i=れ is satisied.

5 NuHlerical Examples

IExample l〕

Consider a control system as shown in Fig.1,where
plant(contrOlled system)is g� en by

的=為・ (20)

Suppose the parameterized radius function ρゅ(,,T)

for the plant uncertainty of multiplicative perturba‐

■On△ (,)Can be w� tten as a irst‐ order lag charac‐

terisic as follws:

施 →=哉,0≦ T≦ i側
In such a system,the modifying term Eq.(10)iS
written as

舶 ⊃ =撃 ,9り

and the modined term of uncertainty Eq.(11)iS
expressed as

施 ⊃=瑞

For the case where F=0.4 and compensatoris not

uSed(C(S)=1),the Caculation result of an array of



the boundary curves,that is,the root ioci band for

r:0,2→ 20 is shown in Fig,3(a).Fig.3(b)shOWS

the case、 vhere the fonowing phase lead compensator

is us軸

 虫→ =瑞 .

Asis obvious hom the■sure,the control system with
uncertainty is successfuHy stabilized up to the con‐

siderably higher gain fr.

Fig。 3 Root iod band of control system with

lrst―order lag uncertainty.

[Example 21

Consider a cOntrol system with a transport lag(dead

time)uncertainty for multiplicat�e perturbatiOn,

Obviously,the modifying term Eq。 (10)iS Written

舶 つ =子   90
and the modined term of uncertainty Eq.(11)iS

expressed as

施 ⊃=話
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Suppose plantis the sane as thatin Example li that

】S,

q→ =諦 ・

For F=0.4,the calculation result of an array of the

boundary curvesi that is, the root ioci band as to

“doniinant poles"for rr i o,2→ 20 is shown in Fig,

4.

Fig,4 Root ioci band of control system with

transport iag uncertainty.

[Example 31

Consider the following third order plant with an os‐

cillating mOde:

的 =脇 ・ 側

The calculation result of an array of the boundary

Fig.5 Root ioci band for controned system with

oscillating mode.(2o
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In an actual control systemi the sain parameter r

changes duc to the saturanon(dead zone)of Sensor
and actuatOrt71. Frona the ngure,at the sain paran‐

eter rfl we can sec that the control system is stable

regardless Of the∝istence of the uncertainty(rObust

stable).On the other hand,at the sain Parameter

rf2 We Can see that the control system is unstable

regardless Of the exに tence Of the uncertainty(`r。 _

bust unstaЫ ♂).When the gttn parameter change
depends On the amphtude ofthe systemi forinstance,

the gaio parameter F incle弱 9s as the amphtude pa―

rameter cた  decreas95, and Vice versa, the gain pa‐
rameter fr decleases as the amplitude parameter αた
incleases,we wll estimate a lirnit cycte between the

sain parameter rri and rr2・

IExample 4〕

Consider plant is the same as that in Example 3,

that is,

的 =鵬 ,側

When the fOnowing second order cOnapensator

σ(,)=
5+2,+,2

5+0.43+0.008o2

is used,an array of the boundary curves for the gain

parameter changes r : 0,2 -Ⅲ  15 is calculated as

shown in Fig. 6. As is obvious hOm the root ioci

band,we can see that the control system is Perfectly

stab‖ ized fOr any gain parameter rf,

Fig. 6 Root ioci band`or perfectly stablized

system.

These numerical ext■ mples show the applicability of

this method tO the rObust control systems design

6 Conclusions

ln this paper, we have presented a method to cal―

culate the characteristic root areas and ioci band of

the control system with a frequency一 dependent un―

certainty. An actual control system has ``scattering"

in experiinental data of frequency resPonSe,because

it contains uncertainty and nonlinearity, Therefore,

it is necessary to deal with the frequency resPonSe

characteristic in a band. In addition,it is considered

that the band depends on the amplitude by the gain

changes of ampliner and the saturation(dead zonc)

ofsensor and actuatorial, Therefore,we suppose that

it is erective in analysis and design to graphica‖ y ex…

press the dynamic characteristic of the control sys―

tem with the roOt loci band as described in this pa―

per.

With such a graphical expression of the control
system char“ te■stic,we can darify the existence

of the big gain change, amplitude dependency, and

liniit cycle which are often disregarded in design of

the robust control system.
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